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Cross-correlated relaxation rates G are commonly obtained
from constant time experiments by measuring the effect of the
desired cross-correlated relaxation on an appropriate coherence
during the constant time T. These measurements are affected by
systematic errors, which derive from undesired cross-correlated
relaxation effects taking place before and after the constant time
period T. In this paper we discuss the sources and the size of these
errors in an example of two pulse sequences. Higher accuracy of
the measured data can be obtained by recording a set of experi-
ments with different T values. Cross-correlated relaxation rates
are measured in constant time experiments either from the differ-
ential relaxation of multiplet components (J-resolved G experi-
ments) or from the efficiency of magnetization transfer between
two coherences (quantitative G experiments). In this paper we
calculate analytically the statistical errors in both J-resolved and
quantitative G experiments. These formulae provide the basis for
the choice of the most efficient experimental approach and pa-
rameters for a given measurement time and size of the rate. The
optimal constant time T for each method can be calculated and
depends on the relaxation properties of the molecule under inves-
tigation. Moreover, we will show how to optimize the relative
duration of cross and reference experiments in a quantitative G
approach. © 2000 Academic Press

Key Words: cross-correlated relaxation; constant time; system-
tic errors; J-resolved G experiment; quantitative G experiment.

INTRODUCTION

Recently, a number of liquid-state NMR experiments h
been developed to derive cross-correlated relaxation rate
occur because of the interference between either two di
relaxation mechanisms (1–5) or a dipolar and a CSA relaxati
mechanism (6, 7) in proteins. These cross-correlated relax
rates have been demonstrated to be a powerful tool for ob
ing both motional and structural information.

Cross-correlated relaxation ratesG can be measured in tw
ays. In the first type of experiments, which we callJ-

resolvedG experiments,” the rate of interest is extracted f
he difference in the intensities of multiplet components w
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ave evolved in the presence of cross-correlated relaxatio
constant time periodT. In the second type of experiments,

quantitative G experiments,“ an initial operatorÂ is trans-
erred to an operatorB̂ by the desired cross-correlated rel
tion mechanism. The intensity of this transfer, normalize
n alternative transfer fromÂ to B̂ with known efficiency
ives a measure of the cross-correlated relaxation rate (8–14).
In the first part of the paper, we analyze sources of sys

tic errors, affecting bothJ-resolved and quantitativeG exper-
ments, and suggest a way to extract the cross-correlate
axation rate from experimental data taking these errors
ccount. This is particularly important for rates of small s

or which accuracy is very critical. In the second part of
aper, we calculate analytical expressions for the stati
rrors in J-resolved and quantitativeG experiments. Thes
alculations provide the tools for choosing between the
ethods and optimizing the constant timeT depending on th

elaxation properties of the molecule under investigation
n the size of the rate to be measured.

CROSS-CORRELATED RELAXATION RATES FROM
J-RESOLVED G AND QUANTITATIVE G EXPERIMENTS

Theory

In J-resolvedG experiments, the cross-correlated relaxation
of interest is obtained from the difference in the intensitie
multiplet components. If the cross-correlated relaxation
Gi,jk

CSA/DD between the CSA of spini and the dipolar interaction
spinsj andk is to be measured, double and zero quantum c
ences of spinsi and j evolve for a constant time periodT in the
presence ofGi,jk

CSA/DD andJi,k or/andJj,k. The two families of cohe
ences,I i

6I j
6I k

a and I i
6I j

6I k
b, which correspond to the two possi

olarization states of spinI k, have different relaxation propertie
t the end of the constant time periodT the intensities of the tw

ines representing these coherences, Ina and Inb, are

Ina 5 In0ae2~G a1G i , jk
CSA/DD!T

Inb 5 In0be2~G a2G i , jk
CSA/DD!T, [1]
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281AVOIDING CROSS-CORRELATED RELAXATION RATE MEASUREMENT ERRORS
where In0a and In0b are the intensities of the respective line
constant timeT 5 0 and Ga is the contribution due to th

utocorrelated relaxation rates, which equally affect the
ultiplet components. The possibility of extracting theG i , jk

CSA/DD

rate fromone experiment with asingle constant timeT, ac-
cording to the equation

G i , jk
CSA/DD 5

1

2T
ln

Inb

Ina

, [2]

relies on the condition In0a 5 In0b, which is not necessari
ulfilled. To make the measurement independent of the in
ntensities In0a and In0b and to avoid systematic errors, one
record a series of experiments with differentT values an
extract the cross-correlated relaxation rates according to

1

2
ln

Inb

Ina

5
1

2
ln

In0b

In0a

1 G i , jk
CSA/DDT. [3]

This analysis is particularly useful for cross-correlated re
ation rates of small amplitude, such as theGC9,NHN

CSA/DD 1 GN,C9HN
CSA/DD (6)

nd theGC9,C9Ca

CSA/DD (7), which are measured in peptide planes
HNCO correlation. In the following, we give an estimate of
size of the systematic errors of the rates derived from
HNCO correlations.

Possible Inaccuracy in the Measurement ofGN,NHN
CSA/DD 1 GC9,C9HN

CSA/DD

and GC9,NHN
CSA/DD 1 GN,C9HN

CSA/DD

The GN,NHN
CSA/DD 1 GC9,C9HN

CSA/DD and GC9,NHN
CSA/DD 1 GN,C9HN

CSA/DD rates can b
easured by the HNCO-type experiment proposed in Ref6).
3D version of the sequence is shown in Fig. 1. During

onstant timeT DQ and ZQ NC9coherences evolve under
nfluence of relaxation; scalar coupling2JC9HN 6 1JNHN and
chemical shiftsVC9 6 VN evolve in t 1, giving rise to two
doublets inv1. Two cross-correlated relaxation rates,GDQ and

ZQ, can be extracted from the intensity difference of the
ines of the DQ and ZQ doublets. TheGN,NHN

CSA/DD 1 GC9,C9HN
CSA/DD and

GC9,NHN
CSA/DD 1 GN,C9HN

CSA/DD are obtained by adding and subtractingGDQ

andGZQ, according to

G N,NHN
CSA/DD 1 G C9,C9HN

CSA/DD 5
1

2
~G DQ 1 G ZQ!

G C9,NHN
CSA/DD 1 G N,C9HN

CSA/DD 5
1

2
~G DQ 2 G ZQ!. [4]

The analysis of the evolution of the relevant operato
given in Fig. 1. Depending on the efficiencys of the
WALTZ-16 decoupling sequence in mixing the Ha

N and the Hb
N

states, the following line intensities are measured:
t

o

al

-

a

ch

e

o

is

Ha
N 2 line 2 DQ/ZQ5 e~2GN,NH 7GC9,NH 7GN,C9H 2GC9,C9H !T

3 @~1 2 s! 2e2GN,NH N2D 1 2s~1 2 s! 1 s2eGN,NH N2D#

Hb
N 2 line 2 DQ/ZQ5 e~2GN,NH N6GC9,NH N6GN,C9H N1GC9,C9HN!T

3 @~1 2 s! 2eGN,NH N2D 1 2s~1 2 s! 1 s2e2GN,NH N2D#. [5]

he first factor carries the desired cross-correlated relaxation
nd the second factor corresponds to different initial line int

ies In0a and In0b. Depending ons, the term 1/2 ln In0b/In0a varies
between62GN,NHND 5 60.05 forGN,NHN 5 4.5 Hz.

In our experiment the proton decoupling was turned on
8.1 ms, which corresponded to about 1.5 cycles of
WALTZ-16 sequence. With these parameterss was close to
n resonance, leading to the maximum possible value for 1

n0b/In0a. The effect of this is shown in Fig. 2for the peptide
lane Lys29–Thr30 of the protein ubiquitin. In the upper

ower parts of the figure the Inb
ZQ/Ina

ZQ and Inb
DQ/Ina

DQ intensities
ratios are shown as functions of the constant timeT, respec
tively. The data are best fitted with a coefficient 1/2 ln In0b/In0a

of 0.04 for both the DQ and the ZQ doublet. The rates w
one obtains areGN,NHN

CSA/DD 1 GC9,C9HN
CSA/DD 5 5.7 6 0.2 Hz andGC9,NHN

CSA/DD

1 GN,C9HN
CSA/DD 5 21.66 0.2 Hz. On the other hand, if one assum

that 1/2 ln In0b/In0a 5 0, the cross-correlated relaxation ra
reGN,NHN

CSA/DD 1 GC9,C9HN
CSA/DD 5 6.26 0.2 Hz andGC9,NHN

CSA/DD 1 GN,C9HN
CSA/DD 5

1.6 6 0.2 Hz. For theGC9,NHN
CSA/DD 1 GN,C9HN

CSA/DD rate, which is
btained from the difference ofGDQ andGZQ, the two systemat
rrors on theGDQ andGZQ mutually cancel out, while they add

for theGN,NHN
CSA/DD 1 GC9,C9HN

CSA/DD rate, which is obtained from the sum
GDQ and GZQ. This results in an error of 0.5 Hz forGN,NHN

CSA/DD 1
GC9,C9HN

CSA/DD, which is equal to 10% of the measured value.
The coefficient 1/2 ln In0b/In0a would be equal to zero if th

effect of the cross-correlated relaxation rateGN,NHN during the
two delaysD was purged by a 90° proton pulse applied be
he beginning of the constant timeT. This pulse sequen
ight allow the measurement of the twoGN,NHN

CSA/DD 1 GC9,C9HN
CSA/DD and

C9,NHN
CSA/DD 1 GN,C9HN

CSA/DD rates from a single experiment.

ossible Inaccuracy in the Measurement ofGC9,C9Ca

CSA/DD

Similarly to what was described in the previous paragraph
GC9,C9Ca

CSA/DD rate, measured in the Ca-coupled HNCO experiment pr-
posed in Ref. (7) (Fig. 3), is affected by systematic errors as w
The cross-correlated relaxation rateGC9,C9Ca

CSA/DD is active for the entir
elays 2t (JNC9 defocusing and refocusing delays) before and

the constant time periodT. During these delays the magnetiza
of the carbonyl nuclei is longitudinal and the frequency-inde
dent spectral density termJ(0) of the cross-correlated relaxat
rate has no effect on it. On the other hand, due to the effect
spectral density term of theGC9,C9Ca

CSA/DD at frequencyvC, the following
perators are present at pointa:

C9yCa~a!e2G C9,C9Ca

CSA/DDt

C9yCa~b!e22G C9,C9Ca

CSA/DDt. [6]
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282 CARLOMAGNO AND GRIESINGER
These represent a multiplet in antiphase with respect t
JC9Ca

coupling in t 1, which causes the 1/2 ln (In0b/In0a)
coefficient in Eq. [3] to be other than zero. This coeffic
can assume a maximum value of 2(GC9,C9Ca

CSA/DD(vC)2t) (equal to
0.025 for a molecule withtc 5 4.1 ns at 600 MHz). If

FIG. 1. A: Pulse sequence for the measurement of theGN,NHN
CSA/DD 1 GC9,C9HN

CSA/DD

following parameters values:t 5 13.5 ms;D 5 5.4 ms;f 1 5 y; f 2 5 2x
x, x, 2x, x, x, 2x); G2 5 G3; G45 (gH/gN)G5. All phases not explici

f5, in t2 by adding and subtracting two FIDs acquired withf 6 5 y, G4 5 A
ulses (G4(90°)5 512ms; Q3(180°)5 548.6ms). The power for proton de

carrier is set on water. The pulse with phasef2 is a 2-ms selectivep/2 pulse
T 5 52, 62, 82, 102, and 122ms). B: Evolution of the DQ coherence N2C
he

t

C9,C9Ca

CSA/DD rate of 1.3 Hz was measured in a single experim
ith a constant time of 100 ms, the inaccuracy on
xtracted value would be approximately 10%. This e
ight be eliminated by a 90° Ca pulse applied before th

constant timeT.

dGC9,NHN
CSA/DD 1 GN,C9HN

CSA/DD rates (6). The sequence is an HNCO correlation with

3 5 x, 2x; f 4 5 2x, 2(2x); f 5 5 4x, 4(2x); f6 5 y; f rec 5 ( x, 2x,
iven are equal tox. Quadrature detection is achieved int 1 by States–TPPI o

ndf 6 5 2y, G4 5 2A, respectively.13C spins are irradiated with select
pling is 4.1 kHz and for nitrogen decoupling in acquisition 1.0 kHz. The
ater. Five experiments with different constant time values have been a

or both thea and theb state of the spin HN during the pulse sequence of
an
; f
tly g
, a
cou
on w

2 f
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283AVOIDING CROSS-CORRELATED RELAXATION RATE MEASUREMENT ERRORS
Discussion

The systematic errors, arising from noncomplete suppress
cross-correlated relaxation before and after the constant
periodT, are present in quantitativeG experiments as well.

FIG. 2. Linear fitting of the data measured at different constant
valuesT (52, 62, 82, 102, and 122 ms) with the sequence of Fig. 1 acco
to Eq. [3]. (A) Fitting of 1/2 ln Inb

ZQ/Ina
ZQ for the peptide plane Lys29–Thr3

the continuous line corresponds to a fit according to Eq. [3], the dotted l
a linear fit with 1/2 ln (In0b

ZQ/In0a
ZQ) 5 0; (B) Fitting of 1/2 ln (Inb

DQ/Ina
DQ) for the

eptide plane Gly10–Lys11: the continuous line corresponds to a fit acc
o Eq. [3], the dotted line to a linear fit with 1/2 ln (In0b

DQ/In0a
DQ) 5 0.
of
e

Sources of systematic errors can be eliminated experi
tally suppressing all cross-correlated relaxation effects in
lays other thanT or eliminating nondesired terms by purg
pulses in both quantitativeG andJ-resolvedG methods. If this
s not practicable, accurate measurement of cross-corre
elaxation rates, even of small size, can be obtained by re
ng several experiments with differentT values and applyin
q. [3] to extract the desired rate.

COMPARISON BETWEEN J-RESOLVED G EXPERIMENTS
AND QUANTITATIVE G EXPERIMENTS

Signal-to-noise ratio is one of the major factors affec
the accuracy of the measurement of NMR parameters. I
Appendix we present a detailed analysis of the statis
error for G measured in bothJ-resolved and quantitativeG
experiments. Moreover, we show how to optimize the r
tive duration of thecrossand referenceexperiments in th
quantitativeG method to obtain the smallest statistical er

The sensitivity of the two methods can be compared
evaluating the calibrated relative error of the cross-co
lated relaxation rateG and the timeT, D 0(GT)I r

0/GTs, from
J-resolvedG and a quantitativeG experiment of equa

uration t. I r
0 is the signal intensity of a reference exp-

ment of durationt in the quantitativeG approach, or the su
of the intensities of the two multiplet lines in aJ-resolvedG
experiment of equal duration, ands is the noise associat
with a spectrum acquired in the timet. The relative erro
D 0(GT)/GT depends on the measurement timet. On the
other hand, the calibrated relative errorD 0(GT)I r

0/GTs is
independent of the measurement time and represent
relative error D 0(GT)/GT calibrated with respect to th
relative error s/I r

0 of the signal I r
0 of an experiment o

uration t. In Fig. 4 the two calibrated relative errors
lotted versusGT for J-resolved and quantitativeG exper-

e
g

to

ng
;

nd
FIG. 3. Pulse sequence for the measurement ofGC9,C9Ca
CSA/DD rate (7). The sequence is an HNCO correlation with the following parameters values:t 5 13.5 ms

D 5 5.4 ms;f 1 5 2x; f 2 5 x, 2x; f 3 5 x, x, 2x, 2x; f 4 5 y; f rec 5 x, 2x, 2x, x; G2 5 (gH/gN)G3. All phases not explicitly given are equal tox.
uadrature detection is achieved int 1 by States–TPPI onf2, in t2 by adding and subtracting two FIDs acquired withf 4 5 y, G2 5 A, andf 4 5 2y, G2 5

2A, respectively.13C spins are irradiated with selective pulses (G4(90°)5 512 ms; Q3(180°)5 548.6ms). The power for proton decoupling is 4.1 kHz a
for nitrogen decoupling in acquisition 1.0 kHz. The proton carrier is set on water. The pulse with phasef1 is a 2-ms selectivep/2 pulse on water.
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284 CARLOMAGNO AND GRIESINGER
iments.D 0(GT) quantitI r
0/GTs is the calibrated relative error

GT in a quantitativeG approach where the sum of t
duration of the cross and the reference experimentst;
D 0(GT) J-resolvedI r

0/GTs is the calibrated relative error ofGT
for a J-resolvedG experiment of durationt. ForGT ! 1, the
error D 0(GT)I r

0/GTs (Eq. [A15]) is smaller in the quantit-
ive G method than in theJ-resolvedG method (Eq. [A16])
he ratio between the two relative errors is expected t
qual to=2 if the multiplet in theJ-resolvedG experimen
onsists of two lines, as can be seen in Fig. 4 (the
ecomes 2 for aJ-resolvedG experiment where the mul
let consists of four lines). Thus, forGT , 0.5 the relative
rror ofGT in the quantitativeG approach is at least a fac
f =2 smaller than that in theJ-resolved G approach

However, for GT . 0.5, the tworelative errors becom
equal and the two methods (forJ-resolved multiplets con
sisting of two lines) yield equivalent results (Fig. 4). T
condition GT . 0.5 can be met when the cross-correla
relaxation rateG is of the same order of magnitude as
autocorrelated transversal relaxation rate.

In general, whenever a cross-correlated relaxation rat
be measured with both strategies, the quantitativeG experimen
is to be preferred, because of the higher signal to noise
GT , 0.5. However, J-resolved G experiments with fou
multiplet lines usually contain information about three dif
ent cross-correlated relaxation rates. Extracting several
from the same experiment is a major advantage, as it en

FIG. 4. FunctionD 0(GT) quantitI r
0/sGT (line a) and functionD 0(GT) J-resolvedI r

0

or GT 5 0 2 2.5. Theerror derived from quantitativeG experiments is sm
.5 the two functions become equal. In the inset, an expansion of the p

s equal to a factor of=2.
e

io

d

an

or

-
tes
res

exactly equal experimental conditions for all measured pa
eters.

CHOOSING APPROPRIATE CONSTANT TIME DELAYS
FOR THE EVOLUTION OF CROSS-CORRELATED

RELAXATION RATES

The optimal constant timeT in the quantitativeG and in
J-resolvedG experiments is the one which gives the sma
relative error for the measured parameterGT. To calculate th
most appropriate value, relaxation of the transverse mag
zation present during the constant timeT must be taken int
account. In practice, in the analytical expression for the
brated relative error, the signal intensityI r

0 of a referenc
xperiment of durationt (see Appendix) must be substituted
r
0e2R2T, whereR2 is the autocorrelated transversal relaxa

rate of the transversal operator present during the timT.
AssumingGT ! 1, the relative errors are given by

D 0~GT!I r
0

GTs
5

Î2eR2T

GT
for the J-resolvedG experiment

D 0~GT!I r
0

GTs
5

eR2T

GT
for the quantitativeG experiment.

[7]

T for a J-resolved multiplet consisting of two lines (line b) plotted versusGT
er than the one derived from aJ-resolvedG experiment for lowGT. For GT .
for5 0.1 2 0.2 shows that forGT ! 1 the difference between the two err
/sG
all
lotGT
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285AVOIDING CROSS-CORRELATED RELAXATION RATE MEASUREMENT ERRORS
The minima of the two functions in Eq. [7] are found a

T 5
1

R2
for both theJ-resolvedG experiment and the

quantitativeG experiment. [8]

For GT $ 1, Eqs. [A15] and [A16] (Appendix) must be us
n this case the optimal value forT cannot be calculate
nalytically, but can be extracted from a graphical present
f Eq. [9]:

TSR2 1 GS tanh 2GTS1 1
cosh 2GT

1 1 cosh 2GTDDD 5 1

for the J-resolvedG experimen

TSR2 1 GS2 tanhGT 1
1

cosh2GT~1 1 tanhGT!DD 5 1

for the quantitativeG experiment. [9

For R2 5 20 Hz andG 5 0.1 Hz, for example, the tw
unctions of Eq. [9] nearly coincide and the best constant

is found at 50 ms, as expected from Eq. [8] forGT ! 1. For
R2 5 30 Hz andG 5 20 Hz, the two functions of Eq. [9] a
also very close in the interesting area, but the optimal valu
T (20 ms) significantly deviates from what would be calcula
from Eq. [8].

CONCLUSIONS

We have analyzed twoJ-resolvedG experiments and foun
hat evolution of cross-correlated relaxation effects before
fter the constant time periodT is a source of systematic erro
his statement is general and applies to quantitativeG exper-

ments as well. If the systematic errors are not eliminate
ppropriate purging, they can be removed by recording se
xperiments with different constant time values and by fi

he data to a linear function of the formf(T) 5 A 1 BT with
Þ 0. In addition, we have derived analytical expression

he statistical errors in bothJ-resolved and quantitativeG
xperiments. These calculations assist in the choice of the
ppropriate method for measuring a certain rate and in
ating the accuracy of the results. Moreover, the optimal v

or the constant timeT can be calculated for both methods
epends on the relaxation properties of the system und
estigation.

APPENDIX

Let (a 1 1)t be the time that can be invested in
measurement of the cross-correlated relaxation rateG with the
quantitativeG method. We define the experimental timet as
the time necessary to reach the noise levels in the spectrum
on

e

of
d

d

y
ral
g

r

ost
ti-
e

in-

r and I c are the intensities of the signal of areferenceand
rossexperiment, each of durationt.
Generally, the errorDf( x1, x2, . . .) on a functionf( x1,

2, . . .) is given by

Df~ x1, x2, . . . ! [A1]

5 ÎSf~ x1, x2, . . . !

 x1
D 2

D 2x1

1 Sf9~ x1, x2, . . . !

 x2
D 2

D 2x2
2 1 . . .

.

he errorD(GT) quantit of (GT) quantit, which is the value ofGT
btained in the quantitativeG approach and is a function ofI r

0

andI c
0, is given, according to the error propagation formula

D~GT! quantit5 ÎS~GT!

I r
0 D 2

D 2I r
0 1 S~GT!

I c
0 D 2

D 2I c
0. [A2]

f the duration of the cross experiment isat and that of th
eference experimentt, for a total measurement time of (a 1
)t, and remembering thatGT ' tanhGT 5 I c/aI r 5 I c

0/I r
0, we

find

D~GT! quantit5 sGT Î 1

aI c
02 1

1

I r
02 , [A3]

where it has been assumed that the error of the signal i
cross experiment of durationat is =as, that the intensity o
the signal isI c 5 aI c

0 and I r 5 I r
0, and that tanh(GT) ' GT

(which is true forGT ! 1). In order to find the best value
, namely the best ratio between the duration of the cros
eference experiments, we define the errorD 0(GT) as the erro

of the variableGT measured with the quantitativeG method, if
the total duration of both cross and reference experiment
equal tot. This corresponds to normalizing the calculation
certain experimental timet during which an amount of noi
equal tos is introduced in the spectrum. This normalized e
is given by Eq. [A3] multiplied by=a 1 1, because th
intensities of the signalsI r

0 andI c are scaled down by a fact
a 1 1), while the noise is scaled down by a factor of=a 1 1

only:

D 0~GT! quantit5 sGT Î 1

aI c
02 1

1

I r
02 Îa 1 1. [A4]

his expression can be derived with respect toa to find the
inimum. The value one obtains is

a 5
I r

0

I c
0 <

1

GT
, [A5]
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where it has been assumed that tanh(GT) ' GT. After substi-
tution of Eq. [A5] into Eq. [A3], one finds

D~GT! quantit5
sGT

I r
0 Î 1

GT
1 1. [A6]

In a correspondingJ-resolvedG experiment of duration (a 1
)t, whose multiplets consist of two lines with intensitiesI 1

and I 2, the error onGT (GT 5 1/ 2 ln (I1/I 2)), is

D~GT! J-resolved5 ÎS~GT!

I 1
D 2

D 2I 1 1 S~GT!

I 2
D 2

D 2I 2

5
s Î~1 1 a!

2 Î1

I 1
2 1

1

I 2
2 , [A7]

where the noise of the experiment iss=(1 1 a). If GT is very
small,

I 1 < I 2 <
~a 1 1!

2
I r

0, [A8]

hich gives from Eq. [A7], substitutinga 5 1/GT,

D~GT! J-resolved5
Î2GTs

I r
0Î1 1 GT

. [A9]

Under the assumption thatGT ! 1, Eq. [A6] becomes

D~GT! quantit5
s ÎGT

I r
0 [A10]

nd Eq. [A9]

D~GT! J-resolved5
s Î2GT

I r
0 5 Î2D~GT! quantit, [A11]

from which the expected factor of=2 between the error ofGT
in the quantitativeG method (Eq. [A10]) and that in th
-resolvedG method (Eq. [A11]) is found. If the multiplets

the J-resolvedG experiment consist of four lines instead
two, Eq. [A11] becomes

D~GT! J-resolved5
2s ÎGT

I r
0 5 2D~GT! quantit. [A12]

If the assumptionGT ! 1 is not true, Eq. [A3] becomes, af
substitutinga 5 I r

0/I c
0,
D~GT! quantit5
s cosh2~GT!tanh~GT!

I r
0 Î1 1

I r
0

I c
0

5
s cosh2~GT!tanh~GT!

I r
0 Î1 1

1

tanh~GT!

[A13]

and Eq. [A5], after substitutingI 1,2 5 (1/ 2 I r
0(a 1 1)e6GT)/

cosh(GT),

D~GT! J-resolved5
s cosh~GT!

I r
0Î1 1

1

tanhGT

Îe2GT 1 e22GT . [A14]

The relative errors per timet are given by

D 0~GT! quantit

GT
5

s cosh2~GT!tanh~GT!

I r
0GT S I r

0

I c
0 1 1D

5
s cosh2~GT!

I r
0GT

~1 1 tanh~GT!! [A15]

D 0~GT! J-resolved

GT
5

s cosh~GT!

I r
0GT

Îe2GT 1 e22GT . [A16]

The values of (D 0(GT) quantit/GT) (I r
0/s) and (D 0(GT) J-resolved/

GT)( I r
0/s) are reported versusGT in Fig. 4, where it is eviden

that the two calibrated relative errors become equal forGT .
.5.
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